














































































































































Next: Real-time Computing with          














































































































































































•  Manages data sets and analysis 
–  Data catalog 
–  Ordered by data types (sample, 
measurment, analysis, publication, …) 
–  Invite colleagues (r) and  
share ownership (r/w) 
–  References by publications 
•  Fast 3D Visualization 
–  Basic filters 
–  Measurement of dimensions 
–  Alignment 
•  VM management 
–  Start/Stop, access path 
–  Manage GPUs + Licenses for 
commercial apps 
(e.g. Amira, vgStudio) 
•  Inline annotations 
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YVAINE(<(VM(Management(Web<Portal((
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WAVe(–(Web(Analysis(of(Volumes(
Goals:!!
•  Fast!preview!of!reconstructed!raw!data!
•  Cache!archived!data!!
Inspec+on!of!datasets!
Workﬂow:!
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Requirements(
WAVe(
•  is!used!for!«!preview!»!
•  includes!pre:processing!+!caching!!
•  provides!basic!analysis!func+ons!!
(e.g.!background!reduc+on,!ﬁlters,!measurements)!
•  provides!zooming!
•  works!with!big!datasets!>!100GB!
•  works!with!3D!+!+me!
•  has!low!latency!
•  scales!for!many!users!
•  provides!intui+ve!usage!
•  is!easy!to!maintain!
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Volume(rendering(by(ray(cas-ng(
•  Splits!volume!transparent!layers!
•  For!each!layer!texure!maps!are!calculated!
•  Depending!on!the!orienta+on!!
textures!are!added!
•  Algorithm!by!Congote!et!al!,!VISIGRAPP+2009+!
3D!dataset! Projec+on!
Texture!map!
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Prototype:(3D(Visualiza-on(in(the(Web(
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Segmenta-on(methods(
•  Goals!!
–  Improve(manual(segmenta-on(in(slices(
–  Transfer!to!neighboring!slices!
–  Transfer!to!sequen+al!+me!steps!
•  Under!evalua+on:!Ac+ve!contour!models!!
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Segmenta-on(methods(
•  Goals!!
–  Improve!manual!segmenta+on!in!slices!
–  Transfer(to(neighboring(slices(
–  Transfer!to!sequen+al!+me!steps!
•  Under!evalua+on:!Ac+ve!contour!models!!
z!
x!
y!
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Segmenta-on(methods(
•  Goals!!
–  Improve!manual!segmenta+on!in!slices!
–  Transfer!to!neighboring!slices!
–  Transfer(to(sequen-al(-me(steps(
•  Under!evalua+on:!Ac+ve!contour!models!!
z!
x!
y! t=t0( t=t1(
x!
y!
z!
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Algorithms(
•  Idea:!Given!ini+aliza+on,!gradual!(supervised)!improvement!
•  Methods/Algorithms:!
–  Gradient!vector!ﬂow!!
–  Global!vs!local!criteria!
!
Results:!
•  Sensi+ve!to!ini+aliza+on!
•  Sensi+ve!to!parameter,!selec+on!of!free!parameters?!!
•  Calcula+on!is!slow,!but!accelera+on!by!GPU!possible!
Next:!
•  Stochas+c!Par+al!Diﬀeren+al!Equa+ons!
•  Automa+c!calcula+on!of!weigh+ng!parameters!!
•  Applica+on!to!3D!datasets!
•  Implementa+on!of!algorithms!in!Amira,!MITK!
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Processing(
i5:4670!CPU!3.40GHz!!
GeForce!GTX770!!
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Image(Processing(Tools(
Sopware!requirements:!
•  Mul+:plalorm;!!
•  Extensibility:!
–  Plugin!System;!
–  Open!Source!license.!
•  Development:!
–  Community!Size:!>!3!person;!
–  Last!Update:!2014!year;!
–  Programming!Language:!C!/!C++!/!Python;!
–  Developer!Documenta+on.!
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Segmenta-on(toolkits(
1!ilas+k:!Each!3D!volume!in!a!4D!data!set!is!processed!independently.!!
!!4D!Volume!is!represented!by!several!3D!TIFFs.!!
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Large(datasets(
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Segmenta-on(plakorm?(
Open(source(tools(
•  All!free!tools!base!on!VTK/ITK!
•  Candidates:!
–  MITK!(German!Cancer!Research!Center,!Heidelberg)!and!3D!Slicer!(Harvard!University)!
due!to!their!architecture,!documenta+on!and!nice!plugin!system.!
–  Seg3D!(University!of!Utah!Scien+ﬁc!Compu+ng!and!Imaging!(SCI)!Ins+tute)!due!to!
simple!architecture!and!Photoshop:like!interface.!
Commercial(tools(
•  Nego+a+ons!with!FEI/Amira!on!extended!programming!interfaces!
–  Development!op+on!available!
–  FEI!seems!to!be!interested!in!user!feedback!
!
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Summary(
Data(management((
•  Remote!access!to!imaging!applica+on!is!possible!
–  Selected:!Vmware!Horizon!
•  Virtualiza+on!of!GPUs!and!Inﬁniband!adapters!!
–  VMs!are!used!for!segmenta+on!+!development!
!
Visualiza-on(
•  Fast!browsing!of!volumetric!data!is!crucial!
–  Mul+:level!caching!!
–  3D!data!in!the!web!is!possible!
Analysis(
•  3D!+!+me!datasets!requires!dedicated!analysis!methods!
–  Tools!can’t!handle!+me!sequences!(Open!source!+!Amira)!
–  Problems!with!large!TIFF!ﬁles!and!memory!management!
!
